
Dear tiim, 
	

11/8/84 

suite some time ago I st"rted going through a box of co flies of DL 69-431 
Clearly intending using them in a large appeal to Shea because the first few pages 
of the appeal are at the front of that box. When I started going through these 
copies I found some that we used in lawsuits. Feeling less that 100,/, yesterday 
tbut closer to it today) I started going over all those records. I finished that 
today (I be& this the 7th but will conclude tomorrow, I believe) and will send 
most to the archive. 4 few that may be dupes will go into subject filing and I 
write you about the others, which you may find of some use if there is a remand 
in 0322. 

89-,0-905? may have been s nt to you earlier. It is a statement that evidence 
is required to be preserved and thus is pertinent to the missing spectra curbstone  
film and the missing Stombadgh shirt-solar exami:lation report (226) 

8J-43-9647 was originally 137-1292-26. 	illustrates, as I attested, 
that the FJ1 has a special form covering agent intevvieJs with informers. 

89-43-2474 identifies a second Dehohrenschildt 105 file I do not recall 
receiving or on the search slip. It also refers to a 100 file not to the best 
of my iolowledge on that slip or provided. 

89-43-25 is marked to be carded, 
h 	

possi[Ty as tickler. If intended for indexing, . 64. indexing is indicated on the reord itself,/practise. now this is done is seen on 
89—,3-9645, when indexing is indicated by undurscorin:. .ith regard to the mention 
of Oswald's visit to the 	of .ice, which also could have been underlined for 
indexing, it wasn't byt the subject is written on at the bottom of the page, 
0 again sugesting tickler. 

139-43-61s1 and 6424 indicate that all the fithld offices established files on 
- known critics. The former is a Let L.;,t's report on what was told him by an informer 
who attended meetings of critics. Wote :i-2)7/ne" at end.) The fhila report was 
sent to Dallas. It includes L;alandria and munton of the jTK assassination at the 
peace meeting covered by an J.:',j1 informer whose nunber is ,dthheld. 

89-43-5(113 is the voluntary disclosure of the names of all .1BI Dallas personnel, 
including their home addresses and phone., y'et their names were withheld from 

disclosed records allegedly to protect their privacy, which did not e:dst. I think 
this makes it apparent that other than harassment the real ddrpose served by with-
holding J4 name: is to hide who faile. to do what should be done or reported in-
oomplstely or ' orrectly. 

8,J-43-9u72-6 indicate:: that even when the -earch of 	r,.cord discloses 
existence of what was requested under Fait and even with a Congressman involved 
the Pia did not Jiselose that it has what was requested. The first record identifies 
exactly where the requested pictures are filed. The last record has written on it 
the fact that a copy was made or 	66-1721, sugesting that 66 is also used 
for, critics. While it night relate to the Director's correspondence I do not recall 
seeilithat on any disclosed record. 


